Abstract: This paper discussed the topology of in the three-level neutral point clamped cascaded rectifier (3LNPC-CR) for designing the Chinese Power Electronic Traction Transformer (PETT). To balance the DC-link voltage (V dc ) in 3LNPC-CR, a smooth switching technique is proposed in this paper. The controlling processes of each module are relatively independent when the proposed technique is applied in 3LNPC-CR. The proposed technique can keep the switching frequency constant and change the switch state smoothly while balancing V dc . The V dc balance ability is analyzed by calculating the unbalance degree of the loads. Simulation and experiment of three-module 3LNPC-CR are built, and then the effectiveness of the proposed technique is verified.
Introduction
In the past decade, various multilevel converter topologies, including the three-level neutral point clamped converter (3LNPC), modular multilevel converter (MMC) and cascaded H-bridge (CHB), are widely used in the industry [1, 2] . To apply them in high voltage and high power situations, the modulations of the converters become complicated when the output voltage of the multilevel converter increases [3, 4] . Among multilevel converter topologies, the CHB is used as a rectifier because it could convert the high AC voltage to the low DC voltage [5, 6] . Thus, the cascaded H-bridge rectifier (CHBR) is used in the Solid-State Transformer (SST) to achieve the Internet of Energy in the smart grid [5] . In the SST, CHBR transforms the grid voltage to the lower DC-link voltage of each module. Moreover, CHBR is also applied in the Power Electronic Traction Transformer (PETT) for the 15 kV single phase voltage traction system in Europe [6] . PETT, with the similar topology to that of SST, could replace the traction transformer to step-down the voltage on the locomotive. PETT could save the weight and volume for the locomotive. Since Chinese traction system uses 25 kV single phase voltage, the voltage level of each module should increase. In [7] , CHB with 3LNPC module is used in the Advanced Traction Power Supply System (ATPSS), when facing the 25 kV traction system single phase voltage. The ATPSS is used to solve the power quality problems of the traditional traction power supply system, such as unbalance, reactive power and harmonics to three-phase industrial grid. Thus, PETT of China has the possibility to design CHBR with 3LNPC module, as the Three-Level Neutral Point Clamped Cascaded Rectifier (3LNPC-CR) shown in Figure 1a . Moreover, A Hani Packed U-cell (HPUC) is proposed for regulating dual DC-link voltage [8, 9] . Although CHB and HPUC are compact and easy to implement, 3LNPC has shown its ability to deal with the high voltage in the traction power The 3LNPC suffers from fluctuation of the neutral point voltage [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Kinds of auxiliary balance circuits have been proposed to solve this fluctuation [11, 12] . Shu et al. [11] proposed an inductor-based auxiliary circuit for the multilevel converter, while Zhu et al. [12] proposed a capacitor-based one. The auxiliary circuits are efficient in achieving the voltage balance, but they also give rise to additional hardware cost. An algorithm using logical comparison for selecting the redundant switch state was applied in [13] , which could balance the neutral point voltage. Another balancing strategy to solve the fluctuation is to adjust the duty time of the redundant vector [14] . This method has also been applied to a single-phase multilevel converter [15] .
Apart from the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage, the cascaded converter suffers from DClink voltage unbalance caused by inconsistency in the loads of each module [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The PETT paralleled the output of the DC/DC converter, so that each module has to be rated at full power [16] . Thus, there is no unbalance the load in CHBR. In [17, 18] , the modulation waves are adjusted by proportional-integral (PI) controller for balancing the voltage. A switching technique has been proposed and applied to improve DC-link voltage (Vdc) balance performance of CHBR for extending the voltage balance region [19] [20] [21] [22] . Due to the equivalence of each module in CHBR, the technique can exchange the switch states of each module to balance the Vdc. These switching techniques are more effective compared with PI-based voltage balancing method [19] . The implementation of the switching technique consists of region judgment, rank and switch states exchanging [20] . Firstly, two regions are divided according to whether the grid current (is) is positive. Secondly, the modules are ranked by their Vdc and the switch states are ranked by their synthesize voltage. In one H-bridge module, three switch states, namely 1 (Vdc), 0 (0) and −1 (−Vdc), are categorized. The module can absorb power on 1 and release power on −1 when is is positive. On the contrary, the module can absorb power on −1 and release power on 1 when is is negative. Especially, 0 rejects power no matter what is is. Lastly, the criterion of switch states exchanging is shown as follows: the module with higher Vdc acquires the switch state releasing or rejecting power from the grid; the module with lower Vdc acquires the switch state to absorb or reject power from grid. In [20] , the CHBR can balance Vdc of each module when the load of one module is removed. However, switch state of module will jump from 1 to −1 when the switching technique is working. This jump enlarges the switch frequency of the power device. A 3-D space modulation has been proposed in 3-module CHBR to solve the jumping problem [21] . The 3-D space modulation describes the switch state of each module in a threemodule CHBR as the three dimensions of the space, then, the switch moves smoothly in this space. The 3-D space modulation could not be directly used in 3LNPC-CR due to increased kinds of the The 3LNPC suffers from fluctuation of the neutral point voltage [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Kinds of auxiliary balance circuits have been proposed to solve this fluctuation [11, 12] . Shu et al. [11] proposed an inductor-based auxiliary circuit for the multilevel converter, while Zhu et al. [12] proposed a capacitor-based one. The auxiliary circuits are efficient in achieving the voltage balance, but they also give rise to additional hardware cost. An algorithm using logical comparison for selecting the redundant switch state was applied in [13] , which could balance the neutral point voltage. Another balancing strategy to solve the fluctuation is to adjust the duty time of the redundant vector [14] . This method has also been applied to a single-phase multilevel converter [15] .
Apart from the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage, the cascaded converter suffers from DC-link voltage unbalance caused by inconsistency in the loads of each module [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The PETT paralleled the output of the DC/DC converter, so that each module has to be rated at full power [16] . Thus, there is no unbalance the load in CHBR. In [17, 18] , the modulation waves are adjusted by proportional-integral (PI) controller for balancing the voltage. A switching technique has been proposed and applied to improve DC-link voltage (V dc ) balance performance of CHBR for extending the voltage balance region [19] [20] [21] [22] . Due to the equivalence of each module in CHBR, the technique can exchange the switch states of each module to balance the V dc . These switching techniques are more effective compared with PI-based voltage balancing method [19] . The implementation of the switching technique consists of region judgment, rank and switch states exchanging [20] . Firstly, two regions are divided according to whether the grid current (i s ) is positive. Secondly, the modules are ranked by their V dc and the switch states are ranked by their synthesize voltage. In one H-bridge module, three switch states, namely 1 (V dc ), 0 (0) and −1 (−V dc ), are categorized. The module can absorb power on 1 and release power on −1 when i s is positive. On the contrary, the module can absorb power on −1 and release power on 1 when i s is negative. Especially, 0 rejects power no matter what i s is. Lastly, the criterion of switch states exchanging is shown as follows: the module with higher V dc acquires the switch state releasing or rejecting power from the grid; the module with lower V dc acquires the switch state to absorb or reject power from grid. In [20] , the CHBR can balance V dc of each module when the load of one module is removed. However, switch state of module will jump from 1 to −1 when the switching technique is working. This jump enlarges the switch frequency of the power device. A 3-D space modulation has been proposed in 3-module CHBR to solve the jumping problem [21] . The 3-D space modulation describes the switch state of each module in a three-module CHBR as the three dimensions of the space, then, the switch moves smoothly in this space. The 3-D space modulation could not be directly used in 3LNPC-CR due to increased kinds of the switch states. Moreover, it is not convenient to extend the 3-D space modulation to n-D when the number of the module grows to n (n > 3). In terms of the voltage balance calculation, Vazquez et al. [22] found the limitation of voltage balance ability in two-module converter and concisely illustrated the limitation by the voltage vector.
The topology of 3LNPC-CR is discussed in this paper for designing the Chinese PETT. To balance the V dc in 3LNPC-CR, a smooth switching technique is proposed. The proposed switching technique maintains the switching frequency and keeps the switch states changing smoothly in this paper. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the configuration of the 3LNPC-CR and the neutral point voltage fluctuation control of 3LNPC; Section 3 shows the proposed smooth switching technique; Section 4 calculates the voltage balance ability of 3LNPC-CR; and Section 5 verified the theory of this paper by simulation and experiment. Figure 1a , which is made up of 3LNPC module. One 3LNPC module is made up of the 3LNPC converter, which used to synthesize output voltage, and the LC filter, which filters the DC voltage fluctuations. All 3LNPC modules are cascaded to face the higher grid voltage. L is the inductor of the single phase rectifier. Figure 1b shows control system of 3LNPC-CR: The transient current control strategy (TCCS) is applied for the single phase rectifier [10] . Once the result of TCCS (u N ) is acquired, it will be modulated by the phase shift carrier space vector pulse width modulation (PSC-SVPWM), which generates the standard pulse width modulation (PWM) signals for the 3LNPC-CR. However, the PWM signals generated by PSC-SVPWM have no voltage balance ability when the loads of 3LNPC-CR are unbalanced. After PSC-SVPWM modulation, all the PWM signals generated by PSC-SVPWM are rearranged by the smooth switching technique, and the rearranged PWM signals will be used as the switch state (PWM 1 to PWM n ), which could balance the DC-link voltage with unbalance the load. The smooth switching technique rearranged the switch state by judging the sum of the switch state, the value of DC-link voltage and the direction of grid current. Additionally, after the rearrangement by the smooth switching technique, the sum of switch state remains unchanged compared with the sum of switch state generated by PSC-SVPWM. The detail process of the rearrangement is illustrated in Section 3.3. Figure 1b shows the control system of 3LNPC-CR. The transient current control is applied to the single phase rectifier [10] . According to the mathematical model of the single phase 3LNPC rectifier, the output voltage u N in Figure 1b could be expressed by TCCS according to [10] :
3LNPC-CR is illustrated in
where n is the number of 3LNPC modules. Phase locked loop (PLL) is a detective procedure that is used to acquire the phase of the grid voltage. V dcn is the DC-link capacitors voltage value of the n-th module. V dc * is the reference DC-link capacitors voltage of one single 3LNPC module. I s * is a reference current value given by a PI controller, which is used to maintain the DC-link voltage as the outer voltage loop. K p and T i are both the parameters of the PI controller. According to Figure 1a , u S (t) is the instantaneous voltage of the AC voltage source, i S (t) is the instantaneous current through each 3LNPC module, and u N (t) is the instantaneous terminal voltage of all modules. ∆I is the inner current loop, which is used to keep i s sinusoidal.
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Neutral Point Voltage Fluctuation Control of 3LNPC
According to the output voltage of 3LNPC, five categories of PWM from nine kinds of switch states are defined; i.e., 2 (V dc ), 1 (V dc /2), 0 (0), −1 (−V dc /2), and −2 (−V dc ). In this section, only four kinds of switch states are analyzed, as demonstrated by Figure 2 . Figure 2a shows the switch state 00, which uses capacitor C1 to synthesize 0.5V dc . Figure 2b shows the switch state 01, which uses capacitor C2 to synthesize 0.5V dc . Figure 2c shows the switch state 10, which uses capacitor C1 to synthesize −0.5V dc . Figure 2d shows the switch state 11, which uses capacitor C2 to synthesize −0.5V dc . The 00 switch state and the 01 switch state represent the switch states, each acting as the redundant switch states of the other, which synthesized −0.5V dc . These two switch states are called small positive (SP) switch states. The 10 switch state and the 11 switch state represent the switch states, each acting as the redundant switch states of the other, which synthesized −0.5V dc . These two switch states are called small negative (SN) switch states. When i s > 0, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC charge C1 (C2), otherwise, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC discharge C1 (C2). In terms of 10 and 11 switch states, when i s > 0, 10 (11) switch state makes 3LNPC discharge C1 (C2), otherwise, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC charge C1 (C2). When the four kinds of switch states need to be synthesized, the unequal charging (or discharging) between C1 and C2 will lead to the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage. Based on the analysis above, Table 1 summarizes the characteristic of these switch states.
Energies 2016, 9, 803 4 of 17 uses capacitor C1 to synthesize 0.5Vdc. Figure 2b shows the switch state 01, which uses capacitor C2 to synthesize 0.5Vdc. Figure 2c shows the switch state 10, which uses capacitor C1 to synthesize −0.5Vdc. Figure 2d shows the switch state 11, which uses capacitor C2 to synthesize −0.5Vdc. The 00 switch state and the 01 switch state represent the switch states, each acting as the redundant switch states of the other, which synthesized −0.5Vdc. These two switch states are called small positive (SP) switch states. The 10 switch state and the 11 switch state represent the switch states, each acting as the redundant switch states of the other, which synthesized −0.5Vdc. These two switch states are called small negative (SN) switch states. When is > 0, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC charge C1 (C2), otherwise, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC discharge C1 (C2). In terms of 10 and 11 switch states, when is > 0, 10 (11) switch state makes 3LNPC discharge C1 (C2), otherwise, 00 (01) switch state makes 3LNPC charge C1 (C2). When the four kinds of switch states need to be synthesized, the unequal charging (or discharging) between C1 and C2 will lead to the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage. Based on the analysis above, Table 1 summarizes the characteristic of these switch states. Vc1, 0.5Vdc discharge no effect 01 >0 Vc2, 0.5Vdc no effect charge SP <0
Vc2, 0.5Vdc no effect discharge 10 >0 −Vc2, −0.5Vdc no effect discharge SN <0 −Vc2, −0.5Vdc no effect charge Register 00 >0 V c1 , 0.5V dc charge no effect SP <0 V c1 , 0.5V dc discharge no effect 01 >0 V c2 , 0.5V dc no effect charge SP <0 V c2 , 0.5V dc no effect discharge 10 >0 −V c2 , −0.5V dc no effect discharge SN <0 −V c2 , −0.5V dc no effect charge
The strategy for solving the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage is achieved by using different redundant switch states. The principle of the strategy is shown in Table 2 . Based on the situation of the capacitor voltage and the grid current, there are four kinds of redundant switch state choices. However, on the premise of the principle, if the comparison result of V c1 and V c2 changes too frequently, the 3LNPC will suffer from the rise in switching frequency. The procedures of the fluctuation balance strategy for keeping the switching frequency normal are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the procedure is able to select between 00 state and 01 state when none of them are working. Similarly, 10 state or 11 state could be selected when none of them are working. The result of the selection between 00 (10) and 01 (11) will be put into register which named sp(sn), and the state of the register is sent to synthesize the switch state (state) finally. When any one of 00 or 01 (10 or 11) switch state is working, sp(sn) remains unchanged. For instance, in Figure 3a , when 3LNPC-CR starts to work, every module must judge whether they should synthesize SP; that is, whether PWM x = 1 is judged all the time, where PWM x is the output voltage of module x. If PWM x = 1, the SP will remain unchanged and the module will synthesize SP. Otherwise, SP will choose between 00 and 01 based on the value of i s , V c1 and V c2 . Then, whether PWM x = 1 should be judged again, thus forming an endless loop. The strategy for solving the fluctuation of the neutral point voltage is achieved by using different redundant switch states. The principle of the strategy is shown in Table 2 . Based on the situation of the capacitor voltage and the grid current, there are four kinds of redundant switch state choices. However, on the premise of the principle, if the comparison result of Vc1 and Vc2 changes too frequently, the 3LNPC will suffer from the rise in switching frequency. The procedures of the fluctuation balance strategy for keeping the switching frequency normal are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the procedure is able to select between 00 state and 01 state when none of them are working. Similarly, 10 state or 11 state could be selected when none of them are working. The result of the selection between 00 (10) and 01 (11) will be put into register which named sp(sn), and the state of the register is sent to synthesize the switch state (state) finally. When any one of 00 or 01 (10 or 11) switch state is working, sp(sn) remains unchanged. For instance, in Figure 3a , when 3LNPC-CR starts to work, every module must judge whether they should synthesize SP; that is, whether PWMx = 1 is judged all the time, where PWMx is the output voltage of module x. If PWMx = 1, the SP will remain unchanged and the module will synthesize SP. Otherwise, SP will choose between 00 and 01 based on the value of is, Vc1 and Vc2. Then, whether PWMx = 1 should be judged again, thus forming an endless loop.
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Analysis of the Voltage Balance
V dcx is the result of V c1x and V c2x according to Figure 1a :
where V c1x and V c2x are the voltages of capacitor C1 and C2 in 3LNPC module, respectively. Based on the power conservation of 3LNPC, the equation can be given as follow:
where R x is the load of module x, and U Nx is the output voltage of module x, which is determined by the switch states. The i s is same for all modules as 3LNPC-CR is a series circuit. Thus, when the different loads lead to the drift of V dcx , the drift will be balanced by controlling switch states. Moreover, the module x could release its power when U Nx and i s are opposite. The switch states of 3LNPC module are shown in The switches S2, S3, S6 and S7 are on, while S1, S4, S5 and S8 are off. The output voltage is 0. The source has no effect on C1 or C2. (e) Switch State V: The switches S1, S2, S5 and S6 are on, while S3, S4, S7 and S8 are off. The output voltage is 0. The source has no effect on C1 or C2. (f) Switch State VI: The switches S3, S4, S7 and S8 are on, while S1, S2, S5 and S6 are off. The output voltage is 0. The source has no effect on C1 or C2. (g) Switch State VII: The switches S3, S4, S6 and S7 are on, while S1, S2, S5 and S8 are off. The output voltage is −V dc /2. C2 is discharged when i s > 0, and C2 is charged when i s < 0. (h) Switch State VIII: The switches S2, S3, S5 and S6 are on, while S1, S4, S7 and S8 are off. The output voltage is −V dc /2. C1 is discharged when i s > 0, and C1 is charged when i s < 0. (i) Switch State IX: The switches S3, S4, S5 and S6 are on, while S1, S2, S7 and S8 are off. The output voltage is −V dc . C1 and C2 are charged reversely when i s > 0, and C1 and C2 are when i s > 0.
Obviously, the switch state of Figure 4a and the switch state of Figure 4i could adjust the DC-link voltage dramatically by charging or discharging the C1 and C2. Then come to the switch state of Figure 4b , the switch state of Figure 4c , the switch state of Figure 4g and the switch state of Figure 4h , they could change the DC-link voltage by charging or discharging the corresponding capacitor (C1 or C2). Although the switch state of Figure 4d , the switch state of Figure 4e and the switch state of Figure 4f have do not affect C1 or C2, these switch states could synthetize the voltage when needed. 
Switching Technique
Five categories of PWM are defined: 2 (Vdc), 1 (Vdc/2), 0 (0), −1 (−Vdc/2), and −2 (−Vdc). When the bias of the DC-link voltage among all modules is neglected, the voltage relationship can be built for illustrating the switching technique. where a is the number of modules whose PWM is 2, b is the number of modules whose PWM is −2, PWMs is a special PWM which could guarantee the synthesis of PWMref, n is the number of the module, and PWMref is the sum of reference PWM from module 1 to n. The more the 2 and −2 the 
Five categories of PWM are defined: 2 (V dc ), 1 (V dc /2), 0 (0), −1 (−V dc /2), and −2 (−V dc ). When the bias of the DC-link voltage among all modules is neglected, the voltage relationship can be built for illustrating the switching technique.
where a is the number of modules whose PWM is 2, b is the number of modules whose PWM is −2, PWM s is a special PWM which could guarantee the synthesis of PWM ref , n is the number of the module, and PWM ref is the sum of reference PWM from module 1 to n. The more the 2 and −2 the converter has, the stronger voltage balance ability it will acquire. With the limitation above, a and b could be calculated as:
Then, the DC-link voltages of all modules are ranked. Define the result of rank as (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n ), where (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n ) is the descending order for the DC-link voltage of all modules. According to the analysis of part B, the PWM of each module are arranged as in Table 3 . When i s > 0, the module which is of higher DC-link voltage requires lower PWM, and vice versa. In addition, when i s < 0, the module which is of higher DC-link voltage requires higher PWM, and vice versa. 
Smooth Switching Technique
The proposed technique is illustrated as Figure 5 , which shows the rearrangement process in Section 2.1. The rank (V dc1 ) is the function for ranking the DC-link voltage. The m is the difference between the sum of reference PWM from module 1 to n (PWM ref ) and the sum of PWM from module 1 to n. According to the output voltage, judged by the m and i s , the voltage balance rules of module x are as follow:
When m = 0 whatever i s is: it indicates that PWM ref is equal to the sum of PWM from module 1 to n, that is, the PWM of all modules remains constant.
When m > 0 and i s > 0: the sum of PWM from module 1 to n needs to plus m. V dcx is the DC-link voltage of the module x. The PWM of module x could not increase any more when it is 2. Otherwise, the PWM of module x should plus 1 if the V dcx is the smallest among 3LNPC-CR except for the module whose PWM is 2.
When m > 0 and i s < 0: the sum of PWM from module 1 to n needs to plus m. The PWM of module x could not increase any more when its PWM is 2. Otherwise, the PWM of module x should plus 1 if the V dcx is the biggest V dc among 3LNPC-CR except for the module whose its PWM is 2.
When m < 0 and i s > 0, the sum of PWM from module 1 to n needs to minus m. The PWM of module x could not decrease any more when its PWM is −2. Otherwise, the PWM of module t should minus 1 if the V dcx is the biggest V dc among 3LNPC-CR except for the module whose PWM is −2.
When m < 0 and i s < 0, the sum of PWM from module 1 to n needs to minus m. The PWM of module x could not decrease any more when its PWM is −2. Otherwise, the PWM of module t should be minus 1 if the V dcx is the m smallest V dc among 3LNPC-CR except for the module whose PWM is −2. The switching technique and the proposed smooth switching technique are illustrated in Figure  6 , taking three-module single phase 3LNPC-CR as an example. Figure 6a shows the switching technique, where the switch states change in order to acquire the most suitable state for voltage balance. Compared with the switching technique of Figure 6a , the proposed smooth switching technique, demonstrated in Figure 6b , could smooth the change of switch state while balancing the DC-link voltage. However, after the process above, the voltage balance ability of the proposed technique have to decrease for optimizing the change of switch state. The switching technique and the proposed smooth switching technique are illustrated in Figure 6 , taking three-module single phase 3LNPC-CR as an example. Figure 6a shows the switching technique, Figure 6a , the proposed smooth switching technique, demonstrated in Figure 6b , could smooth the change of switch state while balancing the DC-link voltage. However, after the process above, the voltage balance ability of the proposed technique have to decrease for optimizing the change of switch state.
Figure 5. Proposed smooth switching technique of module x.
The switching technique and the proposed smooth switching technique are illustrated in Figure  6 , taking three-module single phase 3LNPC-CR as an example. Figure 6a shows the switching technique, where the switch states change in order to acquire the most suitable state for voltage balance. Compared with the switching technique of Figure 6a , the proposed smooth switching technique, demonstrated in Figure 6b , could smooth the change of switch state while balancing the DC-link voltage. However, after the process above, the voltage balance ability of the proposed technique have to decrease for optimizing the change of switch state. 
Voltage Balance Ability Calculation
The proposed strategy could balance the voltage; however, the ability is not limitless. Thus, the operating region is calculated in this section. Based on the power conservation in Equation (2), the input energy and output energy could be expressed as: 
The proposed strategy could balance the voltage; however, the ability is not limitless. Thus, the operating region is calculated in this section. Based on the power conservation in Equation (2), the input energy and output energy could be expressed as:
Assuming the DC-link voltage keeps constant and i s is of unity, the expression of Equation (3) could be simplified as:
where I is the effective value of i s . As Figure 5 shows, the switching technique is easy to be integrated as the PWM of module is symmetric theoretically. Thus, the limitation could be calculated. I is replaced by:
Assuming i s is of unity, the active power the grid generates would be consumed on the load completely as:
Define the unbalance degree as:
where the ∆y is the unbalance degree, Y min is the minimum admittance among the modules, from 0 to 1. ∆y is 0 when one of the module is no-load. As U n is determined by the switch state of each module, ∆y is also determined by the switch state of the module, which owns Y min . The equation matches only when the switching technique could offer less energy than required by the module of Y min . That is, in one period of the grid voltage, the DC-link voltage will be balanced if the power which the grid gives to the Y min could match the power of the Y min . Otherwise, the DC-link voltage will rise to absorb the power. Thus, the ∆y becomes the variable that is used to measure the ability of the voltage balance in the single phase 3LNPC-CR. The less the ∆y is, the stronger the voltage balance ability will be. In the instance of module 3, the ∆y is described as:
where the S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are the integrating region of the PWM, and m is the peak of the modulation waves, which demonstrates the relationship between the U n and V dc as:
The region from S 1 to S 4 are illustrated in Figure 7a . The switching technique is based on the modulation of the single phase 3LNPC-CR, which is based on the sin wave. Thus the integrating region could be calculated. Particularly, S 1 is −2 and S 4 is 0 in Figure 7a . Based on it, the voltage balance ability of the proposed smooth switching technique could be calculated as shown in Figure 7b where the ORIGINAL part is generated without smooth switching technique, the OPTIMISM part is generated by the smooth switching technique, the ORIGINAL part which is replaced by the OPTIMISM part is shown as ORIGINAL'. By subtracting the ORIGINAL part of Figure 7a and adding the part of the proposed smooth switching technique (ORIGINAL'), the expression of the proposed smooth switching technique could be described as:
where f is the switch frequency of the single phase 3LNPC-CR, and ∆y' is the unbalance degree of proposed smooth switching technique. Obviously, the higher frequency the converter owns, the less loss of voltage balance ability it will have, and vice versa. Figure 7c shows the smooth switching technique when the f is 2000 Hz. Then, −2 will not appear in the first quarter of the grid period. However, the higher switch frequency the converter owns, the more switch loss it will suffer.
The region from S1 to S4 are illustrated in Figure 7a . The switching technique is based on the modulation of the single phase 3LNPC-CR, which is based on the sin wave. Thus the integrating region could be calculated. Particularly, S1 is −2 and S4 is 0 in Figure 7a . Based on it, the voltage balance ability of the proposed smooth switching technique could be calculated as shown in Figure  7b , where the ORIGINAL part is generated without smooth switching technique, the OPTIMISM part is generated by the smooth switching technique, the ORIGINAL part which is replaced by the OPTIMISM part is shown as ORIGINAL'. By subtracting the ORIGINAL part of Figure 7a and adding the part of the proposed smooth switching technique (ORIGINAL'), the expression of the proposed smooth switching technique could be described as:
where f is the switch frequency of the single phase 3LNPC-CR, and Δy' is the unbalance degree of proposed smooth switching technique. Obviously, the higher frequency the converter owns, the less loss of voltage balance ability it will have, and vice versa. Figure 7c shows the smooth switching technique when the f is 2000 Hz. Then, −2 will not appear in the first quarter of the grid period. However, the higher switch frequency the converter owns, the more switch loss it will suffer.
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The results of Δy are shown in Figure 8 . As the is is close to 0 at the beginning of the grid period, the price for the optimism is acceptable. The smooth switching technique could keep the DC-link voltage balanced in a three-module 3LNPC-CR at m = 0.82 when the load of one module is removed, which is the same as m = 0.84 with switching technique when the load of one module is removed. Moreover, when m > 0.83, the Δy drops if m rises, which means the ability of voltage balance decrease. 
Experimental Section
The simulation of 3LNPC-CR based on Matlab/Simulink has been done, which is mainly to verify the voltage balance ability calculation. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 . The voltage balance ability of switching technique and smooth switching technique are verified, 
The simulation of 3LNPC-CR based on Matlab/Simulink has been done, which is mainly to verify the voltage balance ability calculation. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 . The voltage balance ability of switching technique and smooth switching technique are verified, respectively, as seen in Figure 9 . Output The smooth technique has been verified with a three-module 3LNPC-CR. Table 3 shows the experimental circuit parameters. Figure 10a illustrates the output voltage of 3LNPC-CR when the The smooth technique has been verified with a three-module 3LNPC-CR. Table 3 shows the experimental circuit parameters. Figure 10a illustrates the output voltage of 3LNPC-CR when the loads of all modules are unbalanced while switching technique is used (V dc1 > V dc2 > V dc3 ). The switch state will jump between 2 and −2 repeatedly if i s changes from positive (negative) to negative (positive). Figure 10b shows the output voltage of 3LNPC-CR when the loads of all modules are unbalanced while smooth switching technique is used (V dc1 > V dc2 > V dc3 ). Module 1 acquires lower output voltage when i s is positive. On the contrary, module 1 acquires higher output voltage when i s is negative. Moreover, the output voltage of each module will change smoothly. Figure 10c is the voltage balance limitation of the switching technique, that is, the load of module 1 is removed. V dc will drift when the switch state jumps. The drift exists because 3LNPC-CR could not afford switch state to release power at the peak and trough of the wave. Progressively, the drift will be enlarged by the instantaneous current at that time. Figure 10d shows the voltage balance limitation of the smooth switching technique, which is same as Figure 10c . As the switch state changes smoothly, the V dc of smooth switching technique remain steady when the load of module 1 is removed, which is shown in Figure 10d . However, the ability of voltage balance is partially crippled by the rules of smooth switching technique. The drift is more apparent than in the Figure 10c . To verify the dynamic character of the smooth switching technique, the experiment of Figure 10e is designed as follows: in the period of t1, the load of each module is balanced and no voltage balance strategy is used, the voltage keeps balancing as the modulation of 3LNPC-CR is PSC. The load of module 1 is removed in period t2 while no voltage balance strategy is used, the DC-link voltage of module 1 rise dramatically as the analysis of Section 3.1. When the DC-link voltage is higher than 100 V, the smooth switching technique starts to work automatically in the period t3. After 0.2 s, the voltage becomes balanced again in the period t4, as Figure 10 illustrates. the period of t1, the load of each module is balanced and no voltage balance strategy is used, the voltage keeps balancing as the modulation of 3LNPC-CR is PSC. The load of module 1 is removed in period t2 while no voltage balance strategy is used, the DC-link voltage of module 1 rise dramatically as the analysis of Section 3.1. When the DC-link voltage is higher than 100 V, the smooth switching technique starts to work automatically in the period t3. After 0.2 s, the voltage becomes balanced again in the period t4, as Figure 10 illustrates. The Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of Figure 10 , with balanced and unbalanced loads, is measured in Figure 11 . As the 3LNPC-CR does decrease the THD, the is keeps sinusoidal when the module is balanced (Figure 10a ). Although the smooth switching technique rearranges the switch state of each module, the Un of the 3LNPC-CR remain unchanged due to the principle of the smooth switching technique. Experimental results: (a) Output voltage when the loads of module are unbalanced using switching technique (CH1: U n1 , CH2: U n2 , CH3: U n3 , CH4: U N ); (b) Output voltage when the loads are unbalanced using smooth switching technique (CH1: U n1 , CH2: U n2 , CH3: U n3 , CH4: U N ); (c) Dynamic waveform using switching technique when the load of module 1 is removed (CH1: V dc1 , CH2: V dc2 , CH3: V dc3 , CH4: i s ); (d) Dynamic waveform using smooth switching technique when the load of module 1 is removed (CH1: V dc1 , CH2: V dc2 , CH3: V dc3 , CH4: i s ); and (e) Dynamic waveform of step changes experiment using smooth switching technique (CH1: V dc1 , CH2: V dc2 , CH3: V dc3 , CH4: i s ). CH: Channel of Oscilloscope.
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Conclusions
A smooth switching technique is proposed for balancing the Vdc of 3LNPC-CR in this paper. Based on the simulation and experiment results, the conclusions are made as follows.
First, the voltage balance ability is calculated, and the results are verified by the simulations. Moreover, the experiment result shows that the smooth technique could balance the voltage when the load of one module is removed (modulation depth, m = 0.83). It can be inferred that the smooth switching technique has apparent voltage balance ability when the loads are extremely unequal.
Second, neither switching frequency increases nor switch states jump when the smooth technique is working. The THD (around 3%) of the experiment can verify that the smooth technique is able to control the 3LNPC-CR. 
A smooth switching technique is proposed for balancing the V dc of 3LNPC-CR in this paper. Based on the simulation and experiment results, the conclusions are made as follows.
Second, neither switching frequency increases nor switch states jump when the smooth technique is working. The THD (around 3%) of the experiment can verify that the smooth technique is able to control the 3LNPC-CR.
Last, although the unbalance makes the V dc increase dramatically, the voltage could draw back within 0.2 s once the smooth switching technique is operated. The dynamic character of smooth switching technique is demonstrated, as the V dc recovers quickly in some serious situations.
